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• Outlining profiles in cultural consumers using
empirically sounded methods could help to know the
trends, and the motives for culture consumption
(Manolika et al., 2015). It could also be useful in
designing the cultural offer for current “new
normality”, of strategical importance considering that
during 2018 cultural sector generated 3.8% of total
employment in UE (EUROSTAT, 2019). Using more
accurate, evidence based, cultural profiles, researchers
could also monitor the relation between culture and
health and well-being (Bygren et al. 2009; Grossi et al.,
2012).

• The purpose is to provide evidence on the feasibility of
using Latent Class Analysis (LCA) in the assessment of
cultural prosumers’ satisfaction with digital solutions.

• Method/Design: Research is framed in the H2020-SC6-
TRANSFORMATIONS Project MESOC. Sample consisted
of 2000 Valencian anonymously interviewed on their
habits and preferences on culture consumption. 50.8%
were women. Mean age was 48.2 years (SD=17.8)
ranging from 18 to 90. We estimated several LCA with
Mplus 8.4 using sex, age, habitat, education,
importance given to culture, attendance to concerts,
limitations (economy and/or time), expending in
culture, interpretation of culture (mainly understood as
knowledge, education, tradition, leisure or literature)
as indicators. The aim is to group people with similar
patterns of response in the cultural profiles. LCA tries
to find the classes, groups or clusters that
simultaneously maximizes between-groups
heterogeneity and within-group homogeneity.

• Figure 1. Example of previous prototype in Spanish with registration screen, survey
at registration and feedback on your “class” once you filled. The image is for
culture type 3 of 8, C3 Culture Vulture (Ilustrado in Spanish interface).

• They were estimated and assessed with these indexes:
Bayes Information Criterion (BIC), BIC adjusted for the
sample size (ABIC); and Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC), with smaller values indicating better fit. Entropy
(values ranging from 0 to 1 as perfect fit). Two
statistical tests for model comparisons were used: Lo-
Mendell-Rubin test (LMR), and Bootstrapped
Likelihood Ratio Test (BLRT). Additionally, we
implemented theoretical and practical considerations
that help in the interpretability of solutions.

• Results: LCAs were performed by evaluating the
relative fit of solutions from one to eight classes. The
best solution was chosen based on smaller information
criteria (BIC, ABIC and AIC) and a higher entropy value
since the inclusion of classes always offered a better fit.
In these types of models, BIC works better than other
information criteria (Nylund et al., 2007). The
interpretability of the results was also considered.
Statistical criteria and tests are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Latent Class Analysis adjustment indices in the models tested.

Best fitting solution had eight classes: C1 Hesitant or
Laggard, C2 Gig goer, C3 Culture vulture, C4 Cool & trendy,
C5 Culture as growth, C6 Culture as tradition, C7 The
eclectic one, C8 Culture monster. With these indexes:
entropy of .995; BIC=62472.47; ABIC=62068.98;
AIC=61761.15; LMR=318.66 with p=.299; BLRT=320.66
with p<.001.

Conclusions: We exploratory found eight “culture types”
or patterns of cultural identity, tailored to context. So, LCA
could assist in mobile apps’ design at the early stages of
user registration and profiles’ building. Further steps: to
approach and validate these empirically based typologies
of culture users across European countries .
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